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Concept of Product Selection
Definition of product:
A product is something that is viewed as

capable of satisfying a need or want.
A product is anything that can be offered to a

market for attention, acquisition, use or
consumption;

it includes physical objects, services,
personalities, places, organizations & ideas.
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Classification of product
1. Based on demand & supply Characteristics

i. Standard product
ii. Job order products

2. Based on Frequency of consumption
i. Fast moving consumers Goods
ii. Consumer durables

3. Based on nature of use
i. Consumer’s goods
ii. Industrial goods

4. As per Product Characteristics
i. Product  class
ii. Product line
iii. Product mix
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New product investment areas:
1. Intro of new product entry in business
2. Expansion of existing product
3. Diversification in new line of product

i. Related product
ii. Unrelated product

4. Business integration
i. Backward
ii. Forward
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Strategies for product selection:
1. Innovative product or imitative product
2. Offensive to competitive or defensive
3. Entrepreneurial effort or bureaucratic effort
4. Internal development or adding external unit



Importance of product selection
1. Change in the financial risk
2. Change in the business risk
3. Change in the existing production system
4. Changes in existing marketing system.
5. Changes in organization structure &

personnel positions
6. Tapping the new sources of raw materials &

other types of inputs
7. Changes in the competitive standing
8. Product positioning
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Effect of competition & Substitute products on
product selection

1. Pre-birth death - Alkaline R.O.
2. Infact mortality – Maruti versha
3. Long life product - Shoes, Dress
4. Disappearance of Brand - BPL T.V.
5. End of the company - Crack cream
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Monopoly & Competition
Monopoly Competition

1.  One Producer 1.  More then one
2. Exploitation of
consumer

2.  Benefit of consumer

3.  Seller’s market 3. Buyer’s market3.  Seller’s market 3. Buyer’s market
4.  Poor quality, High price,
Delayed delivery, poor
after sales service

4.  Brand loyal customers

5. --- 5. Types:
a. Perfect competition
b. Imperfect competition (
Duopoly & Oligopoly)



Product development stages
1. Idea generation
2. Screening the ideas
3. Concept development & Positioning
4. Marketing strategy
5. Business analysis
6. Product development
7. Market testing
8. Commercialization
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Factor affecting process selection
1. Types of raw materials
2. Types of machines
3. Plant layout
4. Type of manufacturing

a. Continuous production
b. Job order production
c. Batch production

5. Capability of investment in machines
6. Degree of automation & use of technology
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Technology life cycle
 It is concerned with time duration between birth &

death.
Life cycle concept  apply on product, Machine or

technology, not on man.
Four phase of PLC
1. Introduction   2.  Growth   3. Saturation  4. Decline
TLC can be managed by
1. Patent registration
2. To continue R & D
3. To develop collaboration  with competitors to develop

Technology.
Reference of issue
1. Low volume & high variety.
2. Increase in volume & decrease in varieties.
3. High volume & single or low variety of products.
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Producibility concept & importance
It refers to feasibility of production which is

already capable of marketed successfully.
Check Raw material Availability?
Cost of production of product?
Can be sell?
Commercialization?
Importance:
1. Support entrepreneurship
2. Base--Innovation & creativity
3. It is outcome of entrepreneurship.
4. Efficient & effective use of scared resources.
5. It results into diversity of products at affordable

price.
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Capacity Planning
 If higher capacity,..
 If lower capacity,….
 Capacity refers to maximum production level

from series of plant investment.
 It is most critical decision contributing to

business success.
 Definition: It refers to the installation,

measurement ,direction & adjustment of production
to the planned schedule of the demand.
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Importance of capacity planning
1. Entry decision of scale of operations
2. Ability to meet the demand & market

penetration through various marketing
strategies.

3. Use of ideal capacity through price
discrimation.

4. Machine balancing
5. Efficient use of fixed assets
6. Management of operating risk & Financial

risk
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Basic method of estimation of capacity
1. Historical analogy
2. Survey method
3. Delphi method
4. Time series analysis
5. Statistical regression analysis

Y= a + bX
1. Econometric model
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Chapter 7 Product, Process & Capacity Planning-7 paper
2 marks
1. State product development stages.(3)
2. State at least four factors affecting the process
selection. (2)
3. Differentiate between Monopoly and Competition (2)
 3-4 marks
1. Explain the concept of product selection (2)
2. State importance of product selection.
3. Explain the effect of competition and substitute
products on the product selection.
4. Explain (a) monopoly (b) competition
5. List stages of product development and explain in
brief. (2)
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6. Explain factor affecting process selection(2)
7. Write short note on Technology life cycle.(6)
8. Explain the importance of producibility.

9. What is capacity planning? Explain its
importance.(2)
10. Explain in brief importance of capacity
planning.(2)
11. Short note on capacity planning.
12. State the name of basic methods of
estimation of production capacity.
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Chapter 8 Selection of Location & Layout
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Selection  of Location
Location:
Ideal location is that which permits the lowest
cost in the production & Distribution of a
product or a service.



Factor affecting the selection of Location
1. Nearness of raw materials sources
2. Nearness of market
3. Supply of Labour force
4. Facility for the procurement of inputs
5. Availability of commercial services
6. Availability of social services
7. Attitude of government at location
8. Disposal of waste
9. Attitude of surrounding area
10.Strategic factors
11.Other factors
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Steps involved in selection of Location
1. Selection of Region

State selection – Cash subsidy
- Tax benefit

2. Selection of Locality
i. Urban area
ii. Rural area
iii. Suburban area

3. Selection of site
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Modern Attitude
1. First selection-Subarban area

2. Backward area selection

3. Discentralization

4. Govt. compitition

5. Industrial Zone
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Plant layout
A good layout is one which allows materials

to move rapidly & directly for processing.
This reduce transport, Handling, clerical &

other costs down per unit,
space requirements are minimized,
reduce labour time.
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Importance
1. Internal material handling
2. Investment in m/c & services
3. Need for sub- storing
4. Machine idle time
5. Labour idle time
6. Production flow
7. Easy & efficient supervision
8. Reduce accident
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Types of plant layout
1. Process layout



2. Product layout

3. Mixed or combined layout
4. Fixed layout or project layout
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Factor affecting to plant layout
1. Type of production
2. Production system
3. Scale of operation
4. Types of  machine
5. Type of building facility
6. Availability of total floor area
7. Possibility of future expansions
8. Need for internal material
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Chapter 8 Selection of location & Layout
2 marks

1. Write different types of the Plant lay out.
2. Draw any one type of plant layout.

3-4 marks
1. Describe steps involved in selection of location.(2)
2. Explain in brief factors affecting selection of plant location (4)

3. Explain concept of layout .
4. State objective of plant layout.
5. Explain different type of plant layout in brief.(3)

( or List diff. type of plant layout & explain any one.)
6. Explain with neat sketch Product layout.
7. Explain with neat sketch Process layout.
8. Explain factors affecting selection of plant layout.(3)
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